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Public Summary:
We have isolated non-coding regions of the chick genome, called “enhancers”, that regulate the time at which an important protein,
Sox10, is expressed in the neural crest. Neural crest cells are an important stem cell population that gives rise to much of the facial
skeleton and peripheral nervous system. We find that one enhancer, Sox10E2, controls expression of Sox10 protein in the head region
whereas another Sox10E1 controls expression of Sox10 from the neck to the tail. This suggests that spatial and temporal information
controlling specific Sox10 protein expression is encoded in the genome.
Scientific Abstract:
The neural crest is a multipotent, stem cell-like population that migrates extensively in the embryo and forms a wide array of derivatives,
ranging from neurons to melanocytes and cartilage. Analyses of the gene regulatory network driving neural crest development revealed
Sox10 as one of the earliest neural crest-specifying genes, cell-autonomously driving delamination and directly regulating numerous
downstream effectors and differentiation gene batteries. In search of direct inputs to the neural crest specifier module, we dissected the
chick Sox10 genomic region and isolated two downstream regulatory regions with distinct spatiotemporal activity. A unique element,
Sox10E2 represents the earliest-acting neural crest cis-regulatory element, critical for initiating Sox10 expression in newly formed cranial,
but not vagal and trunk neural crest. A second element, Sox10E1, acts in later migrating vagal and trunk crest cells. Deep characterization
of Sox10E2 reveals Sox9, Ets1, and cMyb as direct inputs mediating enhancer activity. ChIP, DNA-pull down, and gel-shift assays
demonstrate their direct binding to the Sox10E2 enhancer in vivo, whereas mutation of their corresponding binding sites, or inactivation
of the three upstream regulators, abolishes both reporter and endogenous Sox10 expression. Using cis-regulatory analysis as a tool, our
study makes critical connections within the neural crest gene regulatory network, thus being unique in establishing a direct link of
upstream effectors to a key neural crest specifier.
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